SALLY
THE SPACE
SOLAR CELL

THE SEARCH FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE LEADS TO EUROPA, ONE OF JUPITER'S MOONS. MYSTERIES AWAIT IN THE OCEAN BENEATH EUROPA'S ICY SHELL, WHICH HAS INTRIGUED AND MARVELLED HUMANS FOR DECADES.

ONBOARD SCIENTISTS CONTROL THE NAVIGATION SYSTEM, EAGER TO REACH EUROPA AND START THEIR RESEARCH...

THE SPACECRAFT IS POWERED BY SALLY THE SOLAR CELL! SALLY ABSORBS SUNLIGHT AND CONVERTS IT TO ELECTRICITY!

MAINTAINING FULL POWER WILL HELP THE SCIENTISTS GET TO EUROPA FASTER...

SALLY ALSO HAS A SUPERPOWER: SHE CAN ACTIVATE PLASMONIC NANOSTRUCTURES TO ABSORB EVEN MORE SUNLIGHT!

SALLY, ARIJIND, EDUARDO, RYO
HMM... I WONDER WHAT THAT IS? SOMETHING JUST CAME OUT FROM BEHIND EURONA VERY FAST...

OHHHH! IT'S THE PROTON PIRATES!

HMM... WHAT SHOULD I DO...?

ENGAGE STRETCH MODE!

YOU HAVE TO BE CAREFUL!

BUT I CAN DO THIS!!

IF I STRETCH, THE PROTONS WOULD PASS THROUGH ME AND I COULD ESCAPE.

STRETCH COMPLETE!

OK!!

STRETCH COMPLETE!

HERE COME THE PROTONS! GET READY!
Yay! It's working! The protons are missing through as planned.

Engage shrink mode!

Dally, we have a problem! Since you stretched for so long, you haven't been able to absorb enough photons. Either you're going to run out of power soon and stop!

At this rate you won't make it to Earth!

Oh no! I need to shrink so I can recharge on your energy!

I can get sunlight now and recharge! I love sunshine!

What am I getting less sunlight? Why is it getting darker??

Oh no! Mars is beginning to block the sun!

I have no choice... I must activate my plasmaic man-structures to enhance the energy I get from the sunlight and speed up the recharging. Then I might be able to start flying again before the protons arrive...

And the proton pirates are coming back too! I need to prepare to defend myself against protons. But if I do that, I won't get the last of the sun!
OK PROF!

SALLY, YOU ARE BACK TO 100%! YOU RE READY TO GO!

HERE WE GO TO EUROPA

CURSES! WE WILL GET YOU NEXT TIME!

WE HAVE TOUCH-DOWN!

THE END